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Warming 

Her 

Pearls

The Kiss, 1908

Gustav Klimt

 

This presentation will look at poetry and love in the 20th Century. The gorgeous romanticism of 

the fin de siècle changed dramatically during the new century. The old morality was replaced but 

love retained its overwhelming importance. 

 

The painting is by Gustav Klimt. He has gained recent fame from the 2006 auction of another of 

his paintings Portrait of Adele Bloch Bauer I, as described in the 2015 movie The Woman in 

Gold.   

 

 

Photograph by Arnold Ghente, 1914

Edna St. Vincent Millay

(1892-1950)

Millay was born in Maine. The 

name St. Vincent was taken from the 

New York Hospital, where an uncle 

had been saved just before her birth. 

She attended Vassar College,  and 

lived in Greenwich Village after 

graduating. She had numerous 

affairs with lovers of both sexes, but 

was stably married from 1923 to her 

husband’s death in 1949. She wrote 

poems and verse dramas, and was 

particularly adept at the sonnet. 

 

Edna St Vincent Millay was named after the same Greenwich hospital where Dylan Thomas and 

Lota Macedo Soares were to die. She was as free in her love affairs as the sonnet is strict in its 

rhymes.   
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I shall forget you presently, my dear,

So make the most of this, your little day,

Your little month, your little half a year,

Ere I forget, or die, or move away,

Love is not all: it is not meat nor drink

Nor slumber nor a roof against the rain;

Nor yet a floating spar to men that sink

And rise and sink and rise and sink again;

 

The text provides three of her sonnets. The first two are touched with cynicism.  She made 

recordings of the first and third. The second is a sonnet for an age when sex and love were easily 

disconnected: 

I, being born a woman and distressed  

By all the needs and notions of my kind, 

Am urged by your propinquity to find 

Your person fair, and feel a certain zest 

To bear your body's weight upon my breast: 

So subtly is the fume of life designed, 

To clarify the pulse and cloud the mind, 

And leave me once again undone, possessed. 

 

 

Born as Dorothy Rothschild (but unrelated 

to the banking family), she attended a 

Catholic school until she characterized the 

immaculate conception as “spontaneous 

combustion.” She never went to college but 

married a stock-broker Edwin Parker when 

she was 20. She wrote for Vanity Fair and 

became a member of the Algonquin Round 

Table, where her caustic wit made her 

famous – “a combination of Little Nell and 

Lady Macbeth” (Alexander Woollcott)

By the time you swear you're his,

Shivering and sighing,

And he vows his passion is

Infinite, undying,

Lady, make a note of this —

One of you is lying.

Dorothy Parker 

(1893-1967)
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The new woman was no longer retiring and her mind was as sharp as her body soft. Dorothy 

Parker became one of the great wits of the age. However, her barbed verse carries an 

undercurrent of despair. Love is not what it’s cracked up to be.  

 

 

I always saw, I always said

If I were grown and free,

I'd have a gown of reddest red

As fine as you could see,

To wear out walking, sleek and slow,

Upon a Summer day,

And there'd be one to see me so

And flip the world away.

And he would be a gallant one,

With stars behind his eyes,

And hair like metal in the sun,

And lips too warm for lies.

I always saw us, gay and good,

High honored in the town.

Now I am grown to womanhood....

I have the silly gown.

Red Dress

Marilyn Monroe

 

 

Be you wise and never sad,

You will get your lovely lad.

Never serious be, nor true,

And your wish will come to you –

And if that makes you happy, kid,

You'll be the first it ever did. 

D. H. Lawrence
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Auden’s poem Funeral Blues has become one of century’s most moving expressions of grief for 

the death of a loved one.  However, it began as in the 1936 play The Ascent of F6 by W. H. 

Auden and Christopher Isherwood. The play is a surrealistic recounting of the death of famous 

climber who was attempting to be the first to reach the summit of the mountain F6.  The song is 

sung at his funeral.  It is hard to describe the feelings of the song in the play – it is a satire on 

public grief for the death of a famous person and yet it has some truth. The poem is characterized 

by hyperbole – “pack up the moon and dismantle the sun.” The poem has since become a moving 

expression of private grief. Poems often transcend their initial context.  

 

The poem was used in the 1994 movie Four Weddings and a Funeral. The character Matthew 

(John Hannah) recites the poem at the funeral of his long-time lover Gareth. His friends are 

played by Hugh Grant, Kristen Scott Thomas, Andie MacDowell, and James Fleet  

 

Auden, who was homosexually promiscuous in his youth, worked well with 

some of his partners, particularly Christopher Isherwood, with whom he wrote 

several plays.  In 1939, he met and fell in love with Chester Kallman. Chester 

expanded Auden’s experience of opera, and together they wrote the libretto for 

Stravinsky’s The Rake’s Progress.  Their life together was made difficult by 

Auden’s obsessive love and Chester’s sexual infidelities.  In 1935 Auden had 

married Erika Mann so that she could leave Germany. He teased his friends and 

family that he had never been divorced.   

with

Isherwood

with

Kallman

W. H. Auden

 

Auden had two main loves during his life – Christopher Isherwood and Chester Kallman.  
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This is a video presentation of the poem Lullaby.  The poem was written for one of Auden’s 

homosexual lovers. The relationship is one that carries a depth of feeling and compassion. Yet is 

an affair wherein fidelity is not important. 

There are two meanings to “lie”: 

 

But in my arms till break of day 

Let the living creature lie,  

Mortal, guilty, but to me 

The entirely beautiful. 

 

The video by David White is fascinating for its erotic imagery of homosexual love.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K5X6nQzL9E0 

 

 

Louis MacNeice

MacNeice married Mary Ezra in 

1929. His father the bishop was 

horrified that he had married a Jew 

and Mary’s family insisted on a 

neurological evaluation because 

MacNeice’s brother had Down’s 

Syndrome.  Shortly after the birth of 

their son in 1934, Mary left 

MacNeice. Their divorce was 

finalized in 1936.  At that time 

MacNeice was living in a ground-

floor flat in Hampstead near the house 

where Keats had written Ode to a 

Nightingale. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K5X6nQzL9E0
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We have met Louis MacNeice before – he was the author of Bagpipe Music.  

It's no go the merrygoround, it's no go the rickshaw, 

All we want is a limousine and a ticket for the peepshow. 

Their knickers are made of crepe-de-chine, their shoes are made of python, 

Their halls are lined with tiger rugs and their walls with head of bison. 

 

The sunlight on the garden

Hardens and grows cold,

We cannot cage the minute

Within its nets of gold;

When all is told

We cannot beg for pardon. 

Our freedom as free lances

Advances towards its end;

The earth compels, upon it

Sonnets and birds descend;

And soon, my friend,

We shall have no time for dances. 

 

MacNeice was also the author of one of the greatest love poems of the century. His farewell to 

his wife Mary Ezra. Their marriage was fraught from the beginning. Louis’ father was upset that 

he was marrying a Jew and Mary’s family was worried that Louis’ brother with Down syndrome 

indicated a hereditary condition. By the time of this poem, both Louis and Mary had taken up 

with other loves. Yet they retained deep feelings for each other.  

 

The poem uses stanzas of 6 lines. The most striking aspect of the poem is its rhyme scheme. The 

end of the first line rhymes with the beginning of the second and the end of the third with the 

beginning of the fourth.  

 

The fifth line is the focus of each stanza. It differs from the others by having only two stresses 

and by rhyming its end word with the end of the third line.  

 

The stanza ends with a line that rhymes with the first line. The process comes full circle. This 

sense of completion is also conveyed by having the final stanza refer back to the first.  

 

We are dying Egypt dying – recalls the words of the dying Anthony in Shakespeare’s Anthony 

and Cleopatra Act IV Scene 15: 

I am dying, Egypt, dying. Only 

I here importune death awhile, until 

Of many thousand kisses the poor last 

I lay upon thy lips. 
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The photograph shows the garden wherein the poem was likely written. At the time of his 

separation from Mary, MacNeice took rooms in this house in Hampstead, close to where Keats 

lived and wrote Ode to a Nightingale.  

 

 

Born into a middle-class family, Larkin won 

a scholarship to Oxford, having been 

rejected from war service because of his 

eyesight. After graduating, he became a 

librarian, finally moving to a position at the 

University of Hull in 1955.  He published 

two novels,  reviewed jazz recordings, and 

wrote four volumes of poetry: The North 

Ship, The Less Deceived, The Whitsun 

Weddings and High Windows. His poetry 

captured the mood of the time, and he was 

chosen the nation’s best-loved poet in 2003. 

He wrote numerous letters to friends and, 

when these were published after his death, 

their occasional racism and misogyny 

detracted from his fame. 

Philip Larkin (1922-1985)

Portrait, Collected Poems, 1988

 

 

Arundel Tomb, Chichester Cathedral, c 1380

 

Larkin’s poem An Arundel Tomb describes the memorial statues on the 14th Century tomb of the 

Earl of Arundel and his wife. The earl’s feet lie upon a lion, the symbol of courage, and his 

wife’s lie upon a dog, the symbol of fidelity. Unlike any other of the memorials of the time, the 

couple are holding hands.  
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Such plainness of the pre-baroque

Hardly involves the eye, until

It meets his left-hand gauntlet, still

Clasped empty in the other; and

One sees, with a sharp tender shock,

His hand withdrawn, holding her hand.

An Arundel Tomb

 

This striking detail, the most memorable part of the memorial, proves 

Our almost-instinct almost true: 

What will survive of us is love. 

Later Larkin was led to believe that the hand-holding was an artifact of a late Victorian 

restoration. Most recent evidence, however, indicates its medieval origin.  

 

The final line of the poem is inscribed on Larkin’s memorial in Westminster Abbey.  

 

 

Rather than words comes the thought of 

high windows:

The sun-comprehending glass,

And beyond it, the deep blue air, that shows

Nothing, and is nowhere, and is endless.

High Windows

Tom

Courtenay

 

Larkin’s High Windows provides a view of the sexual revolution that occurred in the 1960s. On 

the one had he feels jealous of the new freedom. On the other he is deeply aware that there is 

more to life than fucking.  
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Leonard Cohen (1934-2016)

Born in Montreal, educated at McGill, Cohen 

began his artistic life as a poet.  After three 

books of poetry and two novels, he left for the 

United States in 1967 to pursue a career as a 

singer and song-writer. His 23 albums made 

him famous.  In 2006 he returned to poetry 

with Book of Longing.

 

 

 

I loved you in the morning, our kisses deep and warm,

your hair upon the pillow like a sleepy golden storm,

yes, many loved before us, I know that we are not new,

in city and in forest they smiled like me and you,

but now it's come to distances and both of us must try,

your eyes are soft with sorrow,

Hey, that's no way to say goodbye.

 

His song Hey That’s no Way to Say Goodbye is one of the great ballads of the 1960s – the age of 

free love. The illustrations on the slide are from the artwork for his the 2006 book The Book of 

Longing. This led to a collaboration between Leonard Cohen and Philip Glass to produce a 

recording of music and songs from the book. The images represent the poet’s themes – the old 

man, the beautiful woman, the Buddhist symbols.  
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This 1959 photograph of Sylvia Plath and Ted Hughes by Rollie McKenna shows the magic 

couple of the midcentury, the beautiful young American and her sexy husband.  Two of the finest 

poets of their generation gloriously happy in each other’s company.   

 

 

Sylvia Plath 

(1932-1963)

Plath’s father died when she 

was 8 years old. She suffered 

from depression throughout her 

life, and attempted suicide 

several times during her time at 

Smith College. In 1955, she 

was awarded a fellowship to 

study in Cambridge where she 

met Ted Hughes. They married 

in 1956, and had two children. 

Hughes had an affair with Assia

Wevill in 1962, and Sylvia 

committed suicide in 1963. 
Top Withens, Bill Brandt, 1945

 

The story was far more tragic. Plath committed suicide. Hughes went on to other affairs and 

these also ended tragically. Hughes Hughes was from Yorkshire and it seemed as if the dark 

passions of Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights permeated his life. Ted and Sylvia became 

Heathcliff and Catherine 

 

Bill Brandt’s photograph shows the ruins of Top Withens, an old farmhouse on the Yorkshire 

moors, the location that most assume Brontë used for her novel. (“Top” is related to heights and 

“withens” is similar to wuthering.) 
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Ted Hughes 

(1930-1998)

Born in Yorkshire, Hughes 

attended Cambridge 

University, where he met and 

married Sylvia Plath. His affair 

with Assia Wevill ended in 

1969 when she also committed 

suicide.  His most famous 

books of poetry are Crow

(1970) and Birthday Letters 

(1998)

Ted Hughes reading 

Wuthering Heights by 

Sylvia Plath Top Withens, Bill Brandt, 1945
 

Some recent photographs of Top Withens are available: 

http://www.haworth-village.org.uk/walks/withens/withens.asp 

http://www.haworth-village.org.uk/brontes/places/top_withens.asp 

 

The walk to Top Withens starts from the village of Stanbury just west of Haworth. 

 

The other location (in Hughes’ poem) is the Brontë museum which was established in the 

parsonage in Haworth which was the home of the Brontë family.   

 

Plath wrote a poem about her visit to Top Withens. This occurred in 1961 when she traveled to 

Yorkshire to meet Hughes’ family. Hughes provides a reading of her poem. Plath is overwhelmed 

by the landscape.  

 

Faggots are sticks – usually taken from coppiced woods – that are often bundled together to 

make fences. The hills on the horizon are like such fences.  

 

Much later Hughes remembered their visit in a much later poem. This poem was one of the series 

of poems that he wrote to come to grips with his past – Birthday Letters. These were published in 

1998 just before he died.   

 

The two poems are complementary. Plath’s is one of direct experience and deep feelings. 

Hughes’ poem is one of sad recollection and understanding.  

 

 

 

  

http://www.haworth-village.org.uk/walks/withens/withens.asp
http://www.haworth-village.org.uk/brontes/places/top_withens.asp
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Margaret Atwood (1939- )

Born in Ottawa, Atwood studied at 

the University of Toronto and 

Harvard.  She became famous for her 

novels, such as The Handmaid’s Tale 

(1985) and Alias Grace (1996). 

However she has also written many 

volumes of poetry.

“For me poetry is where the language 

is renewed. If poetry vanished, 

language would become dead.”

 

 

 

I would like to watch you sleeping,

which may not happen.

I would like to watch you,

sleeping.  I would like to sleep

with you, to enter

your sleep as its smooth dark wave 

slides over my head

I would like to be the air

that inhabits you for a moment

only.  I would like to be that unnoticed 

& that necessary.
Cover of True Stories

Light Heart, 1980

Margaret AtwoodMargaret Atwood

 

The illustration is a painting by Atwood used on the cover of the book of poems from which 

Variations on the Word Sleep is taken.  
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Carol Ann Duffy 

(1955 - )

Born in Glasgow, Duffy began writing 

poetry in high school. She studied 

philosophy at the University of 

Liverpool, and is presently the director 

of the Writing School at Manchester 

Metropolitan University. She had a 15-

year relationship with Jackie Kay, 

another Scottish poet.  She was 

appointed Poet Laureate of the United 

Kingdom in 2009.

 

 

 

And I lie here awake,

knowing the pearls are cooling even now

in the room where my mistress sleeps. All night

I feel their absence and I burn. 

Warming her Pearls

Woman with Pearl 

Necklace in a Loge

Mary Cassatt, 1879

 

Duffy heard from a friend that in Victorian times a maid might be asked to wear her mistress’ 

pearls during her day’s work. The intent was that the maid’s body heat would improve the luster 

of the pearls. Duffy found the practice more erotic than demeaning. In the poem the maid has 

fallen in love with her mistress, although she cannot speak of it. The pearls have become a token 

of her love.  

 

The reading is by Duffy. Her Northern accent is appropriate for that of the maid.  
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Robin Robertson

(1955- )

Born in Perthshire, Scotland, 

Robertson attended Aberdeen 

University. After graduating he 

worked for several London 

publishing houses. He is presently 

poetry and fiction editor at 

Jonathan Cape. 

 

 

 

 

Carciofo alla romana – artichoke, parsley, mint, garlic, wine, oil. 

 

Food can often be quite sexy. D. H. Lawrence wrote a poem about figs – and how they are 

considered like female genitalia.  

            Its nakedness all within-walls, its flowering forever unseen, 

            One small way of access only, and this close-curtained from the light; 

            Fig, fruit of the female mystery, covert and inward, 

            Mediterranean fruit, with your covert nakedness, 
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            Where everything happens invisible, flowering and fertilisation, and fruiting 

            In the inwardness of your you, that eye will never see 

            Till it's finished, and you're over-ripe, and you burst to give up your ghost. 

 

Robertson writes about the artichoke and its relation to the male genitalia.  

 

 

Photograph by Sigrid Estrada, c 2003

Louise Glück

(1943- )

Born in New York, Glück

attended both Sarah Lawrence 

College and Columbia 

University. She was the US 

Poet Laureate from 2002-

2003. She currently teaches at 

Boston University and Yale. 

She has been married and 

divorced twice. Some of her 

poems deal with “the inane 

friction of falling out of love” 

(Robbins, Los Angeles Review 

of Books, 2012)
 

 

Artwork by Carolyn O’Neill 

for Eros Broadsheet, 2003 

I had drawn my chair to the hotel window, to watch the rain.

I was in a kind of dream or trance—

in love, and yet

I wanted nothing.

 

The final poem of our session concerns the end of a relationship. The wedding ring is removed 

and the poet returns to freedom. The rain on the window, the lonely hotel room, the passing of a 

love. The weather is different but the feeling recalls the Sunlight in the Garden.  
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Egon Schiele, The Embrace, 1917

 

A different embrace from the painting on the initial slide of this presentation. Egon Schiele 

(1890-1918) was a protégé and friend of Gustave Klimt (1862-1918).  They shared models and 

mistresses. Schiele became famous for the raw sexuality of his portrayals of naked men and 

women. Klimt and Schiele both died in 1918, Klimt following a stroke (perhaps with the flu as a 

contributing factor) and Schiele during the flu pandemic.  

 

 

 


